This section of the University Policy website contains information about grades, special circumstances pertaining to grades and grading, and academic standing based on a student's grade point average. Questions not answered on this website should be directed to the Office of the Registrar.

- Academic Standing and Progression (catalog.stkate.edu/policies/stu-acad/grad/grades-astd/astd-prog)
- Grade Changes (catalog.stkate.edu/policies/stu-acad/grad/grades-astd/grd-chng)
- Grading System (catalog.stkate.edu/policies/stu-acad/grad/grades-astd/grd-sys)
- Incomplete Grades (catalog.stkate.edu/policies/stu-acad/grad/grades-astd/incompletes)
- Repeating a Course (catalog.stkate.edu/policies/stu-acad/grad/grades-astd/repeats)